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ABSTRACT

With growing amount of experimental data, the
number of known protein structures also increases
continuously. Classification of protein structures
helps to understand relationships between protein
structure and function. The main classification
methods based on secondary structures are
SCOP, CATH and TOPS, which all classify under dif-
ferent aspects, and therefore can lead to different
results. We developed a mathematically unique rep-
resentation of protein structure topologies at a
higher abstraction level providing new aspects of
classification and enabling for a fast search
through the data. Protein Topology Graph Library
(PTGL; http://ptgl.zib.de) aims at providing a
database on protein secondary structure topo-
logies, including search facilities, the visualization
as intuitive topology diagrams as well as in the 3D
structure, and additional information. Secondary
structure-based protein topologies are represented
uniquely as undirected labeled graphs in four differ-
ent ways allowing for exploration under different
aspects. The linear notations, and the 2D and 3D
diagrams of each notation facilitate a deeper under-
standing of protein topologies. Several search
functions for topologies and sub-topologies,
BLAST search possibility, and links to SCOP,
CATH and PDBsum support individual and large-
scale investigation of protein structures. Currently,
PTGL comprises topologies of 54 859 protein
structures. Main structural patterns for common
structural motifs like TIM-barrel or Jelly Roll are
pre-implemented, and can easily be searched.

INTRODUCTION

The number of 3D protein structures determined by
methods of nuclear magnetic resonance and X-ray
crystallography is increasing rapidly. Currently, over
54 000 structures are deposited in the Protein Data Base
(PDB) (1). Protein structure classification helps to
understand the relationship between protein structure
and function. Results can be used for protein structure
prediction and for the exploration of evolutionary
studies. Protein topologies are also important for the
study of protein folding processes, in particular of
folding pathways (2,3).

Many proteins share similar geometric features in
the conformation of the protein backbone (4). With a
few exceptions, the 3D structure of proteins can be
characterized by patterns of secondary structure elements
(SSEs) (5). Structural protein topology can be defined as
the relationship between the sequential ordering of SSEs
and their spatial organization. Protein topology is one of
the principal properties by which protein structures can be
classified, categorized and compared. The main protein
structure classifications based on SSEs are provided by
SCOP (6), CATH (7) and TOPS (8,9).

Super-secondary structure motifs, such as Greek-key or
a–b–a motifs, describe the interaction and position of
SSEs. The arrangements of SSE motifs open the possibil-
ity for a topological description of protein structures.
The first theoretical work on protein topologies refer to
b structure topologies (10,11) or a topologies (12). Later,
Koch and co-workers (13,14) defined a protein graph
incorporating helices as well as strands.

The simplest representations of protein topologies are
schematic diagrams of protein folds illustrating the SSEs
and their spatial neighborhoods. Richardson (4) derived
the first protein topology diagrams as a cartoon represen-
tation of a biological point of view. Also several b-motifs
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of SSEs were described, such as the Greek-key or Jelly
Roll motif (15). This cartoon representation is widely
used, so, for example, in the protein classification
databases, CATH and SCOP. Another, but more compli-
cated, representation is the hydrogen bond diagram that
provides a graphical representation based on the hydrogen
bonds between spatially neighbored SSEs (11). The
protein structure databases CATH, SCOP and PDBsum
(16,17) do not provide a direct comparison of protein
topologies. CATH and SCOP use knowledge on
sequence similarity and protein function within their clas-
sification workflow, whereas Protein Topology Graph
Library (PTGL) only relies on the underlying graph rep-
resentation and does not explicitly consider the order of
SSEs. The PDB sum database provides for every CATH
domain a single topological diagram generated using the
PROMOTIF tool (11), but again no global topology com-
parison is possible.

The database TOPS (8,9) generates topology diagrams
automatically and provides the possibility to search for
secondary structure motifs. TOPS uses a graph-based
description of protein topologies, which is similar to
ours. They also provide a linear notation, which is
restricted to only one description type. Due to the under-
lying graph definition, which explicitly preserves the
sequential order of SSEs, similar topologies with different
sequential order of SSEs cannot be found. PTGL does not
explicitly consider the order of SSEs in the underlying
graph definitions.

We developed a web-based database application,
PTGL (18), for representation and retrieval of protein
topologies and additional protein data combined with
online search tools for data interrogation by sequence sim-
ilarity and keyword queries. We provide unique linear
notations of four descriptions for protein structures on
different abstraction levels based on graph theory. The
main idea is to mine known protein structures as protein
graphs. This enables us to represent complex information
such as protein structures by relatively simple, but unique
schematic descriptions.

GRAPH NOTATIONS

Protein topologies, i.e. the relationship between the
ordering and connectedness of SSEs, can generally be
expressed in terms of graph theory. A ‘protein graph’ is
defined as a labeled undirected graph for a single PDB
chain, where the vertices correspond to SSEs (helices, h
and strands, e), and the edges represent spatial adjacencies
of SSEs. The SSEs are defined according to the assignment
of the DSSP algorithm (19). The edges are defined through
contacts between SSEs using van der Waals contacts
(20). Vertices of the protein graph are enumerated from
the N- to the C-terminus. According to this direction,
two spatially neighbored SSEs can occur in a parallel
(p), antiparallel (a), or mixed (m) neighborhood. A
protein graph consists of one or more connected com-
ponents, which we call ‘folding graphs’, because they
often represent single folding units or domains.
According to the considered SSE type we distinguish

between a–b, a and b graphs. Folding graphs, containing
vertices with a degree greater than two, are called
‘bifurcated’.
To explore topological aspects of SSEs in proteins, we

provide four types of diagrams for every type of notation,
KEY, ADJ, RED and SEQ. KEY diagrams are similar to
those defined by Richardson (14). SSEs are ordered
according to their spatial arrangement. Helices and
strands are drawn as red cylinders and black arrows,
respectively. The arcs describe sequential neighborhoods
between SSEs (Figure 1). In the ADJ, RED and SEQ
diagrams, SSEs are arranged according to their sequential
order from the N- to C-Terminus. Helices are drawn as
red circles and strands as black squares. The arcs between
SSEs indicate spatial neighborhoods. Edges in the ADJ
and RED diagrams are colored according to their labels,
red for ‘parallel’, green for ‘mixed’ and blue for
‘antiparallel’ neighborhoods. In the ADJ diagrams, also
SSEs of other folding graphs are considered, whereas in
RED diagrams only SSEs of the folding graph under con-
sideration are involved. Edges in the SEQ diagrams are
drawn in black and indicate sequential neighborhoods. In
dependence of the diagram type, four linear notations can
be derived, which can be used for searching and classifi-
cation. An example for a protein graph and the corre-
sponding folding graphs in KEY notation is given in
Figure 1.

CONTENT AND USAGE

PTGL is stored locally in an object-relational PostgreSQL
database running on a Linux server. Programs for export,
import and visualization have been implemented in Perl
and C. PTGL input data are acquired from the PDB. The
DSSP program is running locally on the file server.
Additional data as header, title, molecule and information
about ligands, cofactors and hetero atoms are derived
from the associated PDB file.
The online search tool has five query browsers: (i) the

simple keyword query searches for keywords, which can
be connected by Boolean operators; (ii) the more
customizable query searches in selected fields and tables,
e.g. for sub-topologies in all b graphs or all graphs repre-
senting a certain CATH classification; (iii) a third batch
query form accepts lists of proteins; and (iv) a sequence
search based on local BLAST (21) searches against the
sequences stored in the PTGL main table. The BLAST
outputs are stored for 3 days, and the user has access
via a request ID (5). The recent search type is the motif
browser that allows the user to search for pre-defined
common structural motifs, such as TIM-barrel and Jelly
Roll motifs (Figure 2).
A selection of subsets of homologous protein structures

has been incorporated. The clustering of the polypeptide
chain sequences is done according to pre-calculated PDB
cluster tables based on the CD-HIT algorithm (22).
The ‘Query result browser’ shows all protein entries

found. Then, the user can select the proteins of interest
together with the graph type (a–b, a or b) and notation
type. Chains fulfilling the search criteria are marked
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in grey. Links are provided to CATH, SCOP and
PDBsum. In the ‘Topology browser’, for every selected
PDB chain the topology diagrams of the protein graph
and all folding graphs, consisting of more than one SSE,
are represented according to the selected notation together
with a table compiling all SSEs (Figure 1).
All diagrams of protein and folding graphs are generated

automatically on the fly as PostScript files that are con-
verted to the Portable Network Graphics format for
representation on the web. The graph descriptions and
SSE information are available as ASCII files.
The topologies are also represented as 3D images which

can be animated, using Jmol (http://jmol.sourceforge.net).
Additionally, users can upload their custom PDB files to
generate the different linear notations and diagrams. All
available graphs are compiled and searchable via the
‘Content’ page, where general statistics is provided for
every graph and notation type, including the numbers of
current entries with their links to the ‘Query Browser’.
The ‘Help’ and ‘User Guide’ pages in PTGL

(http://ptgl.zib.de/ptglhelp.html) give an exhaustive intro-
duction with examples how to use and how to link to
PTGL. They can be used as tutorial.

PTGL currently holds topology information of 54 859
proteins and 2 094 546 SSEs. Only proteins with at least
one defined SSE according to DSSP a protein structure
resolution <3.5 Å, and a sequence length of at least 20
amino acids have been considered. Table 1 shows the
total number of folding graphs for every graph type.
The number of unique a–b graphs is less than the sum
of unique a and unique b graphs, because in a–b graphs,
per definition, additional contacts between helices and
strands are considered.

CONCLUSIONS

PTGL is an online database tool for retrieval and search
of specific protein topologies using four linear notations,
which are based on a unique graph-theoretical description
of protein topology. Furthermore, PTGL provides
searching facilities using sequence similarity in proteins.
Protein topologies are represented in four different types
of schematic diagrams and as 3D images. The database
is useful for any kind of theoretical protein structure
analysis, protein structure prediction and protein
function prediction. Our database, PTGL, represents a

Figure 1. The ‘Topology Browser’ for protein 1G3E chain A. On the left side, the b protein graph is shown together with additional information for
the SSEs. On the right side, the b folding graph A in KEY notation is shown. The linear notation is ‘(1,1,3,�1,�1)’ representing a barrel structure.
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useful extension to the existing protein structure topology
databases.

PTGL was originally introduced in 2004 (18); the graph
representations and corresponding topology diagrams
were proposed in Koch and co-workers (13,14).
Now, we added several new search functionalities as the
pre-defined consensus notations for the most common
structural motifs, the possibility to upload and to
analyze custom protein structures, and additional func-
tional annotation, such as Enzyme Commission numbers
and links to the PDBsum database. Furthermore, we
updated the database to the recent PDB, SCOP and
CATH releases, and moved to a new web location
(http://ptgl.zib.de).
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